Persons with essential tremor can adapt to new walking patterns.
Essential tremor (ET) is a common movement disorder that causes motor deficits similar to those seen in cerebellar disorders. These include kinetic tremor, gait ataxia, and impaired motor adaptation. Previous studies of motor adaptation in ET have focused on reaching while the effects of ET on gait adaptation are currently unknown. The purpose of this study was to contrast locomotor adaptation in persons with and without ET. We hypothesized that persons with ET would show impaired gait adaptation. In a cross-sectional study, persons with ET (n = 14) and healthy matched controls (n = 12) walked on a split-belt treadmill. Participants walked with the belts moving at a 2:1 ratio, followed by overground walking to test transfer, followed by a readaptation period and finally a deadaptation period. Step length asymmetry was measured to assess the rate of adaptation, amount of transfer, and rates of readaptation and deadaptation. Spatial, temporal, and velocity contributions to step length asymmetry were analyzed during adaptation. There were no group by condition interactions in step length asymmetry or contributions to step length asymmetry. Regardless of condition, persons with ET walked slower and exhibited lower temporal (P < 0.001) and velocity (P = 0.001) contributions to step length asymmetry than controls. Persons with ET demonstrated a preserved ability to adapt to, store, and transfer a new walking pattern. Despite probable cerebellar involvement in ET, locomotor adaptation is an available mechanism to teach persons with ET new gait patterns.NEW & NOTEWORTHY This study is the first to investigate walking adaptation abilities of people with essential tremor. Despite evidence of cerebellar impairment in this population, people with essential tremor can adapt their walking patterns. However, people with essential tremor do not modulate the timing of their footsteps to meet walking demands. Therefore, this study is the first to report impairments in the temporal aspects of walking in people with essential tremor during both typical and locomotor learning.